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  Business or not a business entity, in the mostly globalized world it is almost inevitable to go on at least
monthly basis without a need for some kind of currency convertion. Of course there are plenty of
websites allowing Free Money Convertion services out there. However as I'm not a big fan of the 
Software as a Service (SAS). I don't like other people to be able to sniff what kind of money, amounts
I'm intending to convert as well as I don't like google or other search engine to profile me how frequently
I'm converting or intending to convert money. Thus today I did a quick research what kind of Free and 
Open Source Software FOSS is available to do the money convertion operation custom on my own
webserver or my desktop PC. Though It was not exactly what I was looking for I found a Windows
Desktop Software -CConverter which is capable of convertions between mostly if not all Currencies
around the world. I'm not a m$ Windows user myself, but I was glad to know a Free Software exists for
the task. CConverter is definitely a piece of soft useful for Businesses and People. In future if I do my
own business it would be nice to know of this little handy soft existence and I will put it in action (to save
costs) and add confidentiality to my business money transaction / convertions. Below is the two
screenshots of CConverter I found on the project's sourceforge website: 
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http://sourceforge.net/projects/cconverter/
http://sourceforge.net/projects/cconverter/
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